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Events in  2024
21 March  JobMesse  

Rostock

20–22 March  WindEurope  
Bilbao

20 April  Karrierechance MV  
Rostock

27 April  Renewable Energy Day 
German national initiative for environmentally friendly measures

11-12 June  16. Branchentag Windenergie  
NRW

3-4 July  vocatium Fachmesse  
(training and studies)

9 August  13th Rostock Wind 
Rostock

20-21 September  Job Factory Hansemesse 
Rostock

24-27 September  WindEnergy  
Hamburg

5-7 November  32nd Windenergietage  
Linstow

21-22 November  12th Windenergietage  
NRW

27 December       Chamber of Commerce 
Returners Day

2 Looking ahead to 2024
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Dear eno mag readers,
Amid the many challenges and changes that face us in today’s fast-paced world, we would 
like to invite you to enjoy a little time out with eno magazine at the end of the year. In times 
when topics such as climate change, geostrategic interests, political uncertainty, financial 
challenges and skills shortages are ever-present, it is all the more important to seek out 
 sustainable opportunities and work actively to create a positive future.

Global demand for clean energy is rising continuously and our industry is playing a key 
role in this transformation process. By 2030, Germany is due to have solar plants with an 
installed output of 215 GW and wind farms with a total output of 115 GW, which will make a 
crucial contribution to the energy transition. Although expansion in the PV sector is around 
50% above the planned level for this year and the development targets for 2023 were 
reached back in August, installation of new wind energy facilities is currently around 25% 
lower than planned. Around 650 onshore wind turbines have been installed so far this year 
in Germany, which is significantly fewer than the 4–5 per day called for by Federal Chancel-
lor Olaf Scholz. These figures illustrate the shared challenges we face if we are to achieve 
the defined goals.

Decisive political action has been taken in this legislative period to accelerate the expan-
sion of wind energy, with the first positive effects already being apparent. Despite these 
 successes, the European wind sector is facing challenges, including global competitiveness, 
supply chain stability and the optimisation of turbines to achieve better public acceptance. 
We are, however, confident that we can continue to overcome these challenges by working 
together to develop innovative and future-proof solutions.

Skilled. Innovative. Flexible.
Here at eno energy, we can look back with satisfaction on a successful year. We recently 
 erected the first prototypes of our newly developed 6+ MW enoventum platform – the 
 Falkenhagen wind farm is now home to three eno152 turbines with an impressive output of 
5.6 MW each and a hub height of 165 metres. The installation of our first eno160 6 MW  turbine 
is planned for early 2024. This current year will also see completion of the prototype of a 
further evolution of our 4 MW platform, the 4.2 MW eno140. Market feedback on our inno-
vative products has been positive and we are experiencing high demand that validates our 
strategic route map.

The future holds many exciting opportunities for us to help shape a sustainable world. We are 
committed to utilising these opportunities and look forward to working with our partners, 
 customers and staff to develop innovative solutions and actively drive the energy transition. 
Thank you for your continued support.

We wish you all a peaceful, relaxing Christmas and a happy new year 2024.

Dr Fabian Gierschner 
Head of Research and Development



44 Turbines

Three eno152s  
for Brandenburg
The new power sources have 
 joined the grid in Falkenhagen.

The view from the nacelle across the shaft 
assembly is simply amazing. The dizzying height 
our service engineers work at never fails to 
impress, and rewards our teams with incredible 
panoramic views of the countryside. Anyone 
with a fear of heights should not apply!
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Three eno152s  
for Brandenburg

Maximum efficiency thanks to 
 maximum performance

The eno152 was unveiled at the ninth Rostock 
Wind event in summer 2020, when eno energy 
systems GmbH launched a wind turbine optimised 
for high wind locations in the segment for wind 
turbines with a rotor diameter of over 150 metres. 
This turbine variant leverages all the benefits of the 

 platform and is designed for loca-
tions with medium to high wind levels. The tried 
and tested four-point bearing for the drive train and 
the choice of high-quality sub-suppliers for 

July 2023 saw the start of construction for our new 
wind farm project at Falkenhagen, near Pritzwalk 
(Brandenburg).

The site is home to three new eno152 wind tur-
bines, which each produce 5.6 MW and have 
a hub height of 165 metres. Erection of the last 
turbine was completed in mid-November. Follow-
ing a trial phase, the first eno152 will enter regu-
lar operation the week before Christmas. Going 
forward, the three turbines will provide more than 
15,000 homes with power and save some 30,000 
tonnes of CO2.

July 2023
Start of construction

Rotor blades shipped

Start of erection of hybrid 
tower for eno152

Transportation of the second turbine  
to Falkenhagen 

Completion of first turbine 
Installation of the hub on the pivot shaft

Testing and lifting of rotor blade  crossbeam 
Installation of gearbox

Start of construction of second tower 
Raising into position of machine

Completion of second turbine

Completion of third turbine

01.07.

25.07.

01.08.

08.08.

15.08.

30.08.

10.09.

15.11.
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Construction 
 company Max Boegl 
begins erection of 
the hybrid tower.

Turbines

the core components ensure reliability, dura-
bility and high availability, made in Germany. 
With a 21% higher yield than the eno140 
due to its rotor swept area of 17,979 square 
metres, and with towers offering total heights 
of 200 metres and 241 metres, flexibility is 
guaranteed.

Constructing an eno152 with a hub height of 
165 metres requires a large crane and up to 
80 hours of work. Erection of a turbine of this 
size is always exciting and presents a signifi-
cant logistical challenge. Perfect supply chain 
management is essential.

We are unique in Europe!

No other wind turbine manufacturer is able 
to offer the planning of turnkey wind farms, 
planning services, approval services and 
end-to-end project management in-house 
from a single source, in addition to supplying 
turbines that are optimised to suit the specific 
customer requirements.

The eno energy group will continue to evolve 
as a tech-driven wind energy company, 
strengthening its activities across a variety of 
areas and new projects.
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The hub is lifted onto 
the pivot, where it is 

 completed and installed.



8 eno at present

“ Eno Energy  
is flying high”
Article in the Ostsee Zeitung  
newspaper

Flying high. That’s the best way to 
describe Eno Energy, which is based in 
Rostock and Rerik. The wind turbine 
manufacturer has been growing 
steadily for almost 24 years. From its 
beginnings with just three founders, 
it now has some 260 employees. 
The five different wind turbine 
models offered by the company 
are in service across Germany, 
southern Sweden and northern 
France, with Belgium and 
Poland set to follow.

“ The company has 
 manufactured  exclusively 
in Rostock since 
1999 and is currently 
 expanding strongly.”

   Patrick Rudolf, Head of Sales

christian.zander
Hervorheben
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“ Production will 
remain based in 
Rostock.”

   Karsten Porm, 
owner and managing director 
of Eno Energy

Jacqueline Wünsch has been part of the team 
almost since the beginning. The graduate in 
industrial engineering started out as a technical 
draughtswoman and is now responsible for the 
Northern Region project development team. Like 
Gudrun Gottschalk of the Southern Region project 
development team, Jacqueline Wünsch is also a 
sole authorised signatory, alongside managing 
director Karsten Porm, and thus able to represent 
the eno energy group. “It’s just never boring here. 
You have to be passionate about it,” she says when 
asked to explain the company’s growth – and also 
why she has stayed so long.

Jacqueline Wünsch is an authorised 
signatory of eno energy based at the 

company’s Rerik site. She is seen here 
in front of the wind turbines in Brusow 

(Rostock district).

Rostock/ReRik. Aufwind. 

Das beschreibt das Unterneh-

men aus Rostock und Rerik, 

Eno Energy, wohl am besten. 

Seit fast 24 Jahren wächst der 

Hersteller von Windenergie-

anlagen stetig. Aus einst 

drei Gründern sind inzwi-

schen rund 260 Mitarbeiter 

geworden. 

Die fünf Windrad-Modelle, 

die die Firma anbietet, stehen 

in Ostdeutschland, Süd-

schweden und Nordfrank-

reich. Belgien soll folgen. Eine 

Produktion im Ausland kom-

me für Gründer und Ge-

schäftsführer Karsten Porm 

nicht infrage.

Alles fing an mit der Idee 

eines Maschinenbauers. 

Einen Windpark hatte Karsten 

Porm bereits finanziert. Zu-

sammen mit zwei Freunden 

gründete er 1999 dann eine 

Firma, um Windräder herzu-

stellen. Eno Energy war gebo-

ren. Inzwischen leitet Porm 

das Unternehmen allein. Er 

selbst ist eher öffentlichkeits-

scheu, möchte nicht im Mittel-

punkt stehen. Viel lieber be-

tont Porm die Mitarbeiter an 

seiner Seite.

Eine von ihnen, die fast seit 

Beginn dabei ist, heißt 

Jacqueline Wünsch. Die Dip-

lom-Wirtschaftsingenieurin 

hat als Zeichnerin im Unter-

nehmen angefangen, unter-

stützt inzwischen in der Ge-

nehmigungsplanung und hat 

sich zur Prokuristin hochge-

arbeitet. „Es wird hier einfach 

nicht langweilig. Man braucht 

eine Leidenschaft dazu“, er-

klärt sie sich das Wachstum 

der Firma – und wohl auch ihre 

Motivation, so lange dabeizu-

bleiben. Mitarbeiter mit Lei-

denschaft – wie Jacqueline 

Wünsch – sucht das Unterneh-

men mit Sitz in Rostock, Rerik, 

Dresden, Schweden und 

Frankreich derzeit viele. 

38 Stellen sind ausgeschrie-

ben. Das liege am geplanten 

Wachstum der Firma. „Da-

durch, dass wir die Projektent-

wicklung selbst machen, kön-

nen wir langfristiger planen 

und wissen, dass wir Leute 

brauchen, die planen, Maschi-

nen herstellen, entwickeln 

und warten“, so Inhaber Porm. 

Um qualifizierte Mitarbei-

ter zu gewinnen, arbeitet Eno 

Energy in diesem Jahr zum 

ersten Mal mit der Fachhoch-

schule Wismar zusammen und 

bietet ein berufsbegleitendes 

Studium in den Bereichen Ma-

schinenbau und Elektrotech-

nik an. Den Weg der Ausbil-

dung geht aktuell Niklas 

Mainzinger.

 Der 19-Jährige aus Rerik 

macht eine Ausbildung zum 

Mechatroniker, „weil erneu-

erbare Energien Zukunft ha-

ben.“  Dass der Standort ge-

schlossen und die Produktion 

ins Ausland verlagert werde, 

davor brauchten sich die An-

gestellten nicht zu fürchten. 

Die Produktion bleibe weiter-

hin am Rostocker Standort, 

versichert Karsten Porm. Das 

sei auch möglich, weil 

Eno Energy nicht nur Windrä-

der herstellt, sondern Wind-

parks entwickelt und indivi-

duelle Projekte für Dritte reali-

siert. Gestiegene Energie- 

und Materialkosten will der 

Windenergiekonzern durch 

Lizenzierungen nach Indien 

und Saudi-Arabien ausglei-

chen. Bis zu 330 Megawatt-

stunden können jährlich in 

den eigenen Windparks gene-

riert werden – je nach Wind-

stärke. 40 fertige Windräder 

verlassen die Produktionsstät-

te in Hinrichsdorf jährlich.

Fünf eigene Windrad-Mo-

delle hat die Rostocker Firma 

aktuell auf dem Markt. Das 

neueste, Eno 160, mit einer 

Höhe von 165 Metern und 

einer Leistung von bis zu 

sechs Megawatt, soll im No-

vember bei Tribsees stehen. 

In sein Unternehmen hat 

Karsten Porm in diesem Jahr 

60 Millionen Euro investiert. 

Der Geschäftsführer blickt op-

timistisch in die Zukunft: „Ge-

rade wird viel dafür in die We-

ge geleitet, dass wir in die 

Richtung Wasserstoff umstel-

len. Das ist wichtig, denn die 

erzeugte Energie muss ge-

speichert werden und das ge-

lingt durch Wasserstoff. Und 

erst wenn das Speicherme-

dium geklärt ist, können wir 

die Produktion von regenera-

tiven Energien weiter aus-

bauen.“

Von Sarah KlaS

Windrad-Hersteller Eno Energy im Aufwind

Das Unternehmen 

produziert seit 1999 

ausschließlich in 

Rostock und 

expandiert derzeit 

kräftig.

Jacqueline Wünsch ist Prokuristin von Eno Energy am Standort Rerik. Hier steht sie vor den Windrädern in Brusow. Foto: FranK Söllner

Die Produktion 

bleibt weiterhin am 

Standort Rostock.

Karsten Porm,
Inhaberund Geschäftsführer 

von Eno Energy

Produktionsleiter Pierre Glöde (links)  im Gespräch mit eno-Geschäftsführer Karsten Porm in der Pro-

duktionshalle in Rostock-Hinrichsdorf.

Foto: MartIn BörnEr

Mechatronik-Azubi Niklas Mainzinger (19) zieht mit einem großen 

Schlüssel eine Mutter nach.
Foto: MartIn BörnEr

NOTRUF

Polizei Tel. 110

Feuerwehr Tel. 112

Rettungsdienst, Notarzt, Brand 

und Katastrophenfall Tel. 112

Seenotrettung Tel. 124124

Notruf bei Vergiftungen

Tel. 0361 730730

HOTLINES

Kassenärztlicher Notdienst

Tel. 116117

Kinderärztlicher Notdienst

Tel. 116117

Zahnärztlicher Notdienst

www.zaekmv.de

Ökumenische Telefonseelsorge 

Tel. 116123 (vom Mobilnetz),

Tel. 0800 1110111, Tel. 0800 1110222

Kinder- und Jugendtelefon

Tel. 116111, Tel. 0800 1110333

Kinderschutz-Hotline

Tel. 0800 1414007

Elterntelefon Tel. 0800 1110550

Hilfetelefon Gewalt gegen 

Frauen Tel. 08000 116016

Hilfetelefon Gewalt gegen

Männer Tel. 08000 1239900

Weißer Ring, Hilfe für Opfer von 

Verbrechen Tel. 116006

Infodienst Krebs, Deutsches 

Krebsforschungszentrum

Tel. 0800 4203040

ÄRZTE

GREIFSWALD:

Augenarzt-Notdienst

außerhalb der Praxis-Sprechzeiten 

(Notaufnahme Klinikum),

Tel. 03834 8622531,

Sauerbruchstr.: 7-20 Uhr 

GREIFSWALD:

Blut- und Plasma-Spenden

Klinikum, Eingang Ostseite, sowie 

Terminspende nach Anmeldung,

Tel. 03834 865478,

Sauerbruchstr. 1: 9-18 Uhr 

GREIFSWALD: Frauenklinik

Kreißsaal Tel. 03834 866448, 

Sauerbruchstr. 1: 0-24 Uhr 

GREIFSWALD: Krankentransport 

Tel. 03834 777877/78,

Wolgaster Str. 63a: 0-24 Uhr 

GREIFSWALD:

Zentrale Notaufnahme

Tel. 03834 8622531,

Sauerbruchstr. 1: 0-24 Uhr 

KINDERÄRZTE

GREIFSWALD:

Kinder-Notaufnahme Klinikum 

Tel. 03834 8622531,

Sauerbruchstr. 1: 0-24 Uhr 

GREIFSWALD: Kinderarzt-Hotline 

Tel. 03834 777879: 16-22 Uhr 

APOTHEKEN

DEMMIN: Muhrbeck -Apotheke 

Tel. 03998 362151,

Gartenstr. 2: 8-8 Uhr 

GREIFSWALD: Stadt-Apotheke 

Tel. 03834 507939,

Wolgaster Str. 4: 8-8 Uhr 

GÜTZKOW: Adler-Apotheke

Tel. 038353 230,

Pommersche Str. 17: 18-20 Uhr 

LUBMIN: Bodden-Apotheke

Tel. 038354 22053,

Waldstr. 6: 17-18 Uhr 

HILFE & BERATUNG

GREIFSWALD: BIZ - Beratungs- 

und Informationszentrum

Fragen zu Gesundheit und Krank-

heit für Patienten und Angehörige, 

Tel. 03834 865363,

Sauerbruchstr. 1: 12-14 Uhr 

GREIFSWALD: Frauenhaus

Tel. 03834 500656: 0-24 Uhr 

GREIFSWALD: Jugendamt

Tel. 03834 777870,

Feldstr. 85a: 0-24 Uhr 

GREIFSWALD:

Kreisdiakon. Werk Greifswald

Soziale Beratung, Hilfe bei 

Problemen, Tel. 0175 8933113, 

Bugenhagenstr. 1-3 

GREIFSWALD: Palliativverein 

Sonnenweg Vorpommern e.V.

Tel. 03834 8554657: 0-24 Uhr 

GREIFSWALD: 

Sucht- und Drogenberatung

Tel. 0173 1793924: 18-6 Uhr 

GREIFSWALD: Tierschutzbund 

Greifswald und Umgebung e.V. 

Tel. 03834 810991, Tierschutzhaus 

Am Neuen Friedhof 11d:

10-12, 16-18 Uhr 

Rat & Hilfe GREIFSWALD: Weißer Ring

Tel. 01515 5164713: 0-24 Uhr 

TIERÄRZTE

ANKLAM: Amtstierärztin

DVM Heike Kerlikowsky

Tel. 0171 6552130: 15-7 Uhr 

GÖRMIN: Tierarztpraxis

Zur Ranch (Birgit Kiefer)

Tel. 0175 1835400, Lindenallee 21, 

Groß Zastrow: 18-7 Uhr 

WOLGAST: Tierarztpraxis

Dr. Eike Kaufmann

Tel. 03836 234350,

Dorfstr. 53, Schalense: 18-7 Uhr 

WiR GRatulieRen

nachträglich zum Geburtstag

TRANTOW Dieter Bannow (70)

TUTOW Waltraud Kramer (85)

WACKEROW Ingelore Naatz (70)

zum heutigen Geburtstag

DARGEZIN Rudi Hinz (85)

WACKEROW Josef Hampel (85)

Fragen zum Abo?

Tel.: 0381/38 303 015

Kontakt Redaktion:

Tel.: 03834/793-692, 

Fax: 03834/793-684 

E-Mail: greifswald@ostsee-zeitung.de 

Sie erreichen unsere Redaktion:

Mo-Fr: 9.30-19 Uhr, So: 10-17 Uhr 

Leiterin der Lokalredaktion: 

Katharina Degrassi

Tel: 03834/793-685

Stellvertreter:

Christopher Gottschalk (-693)

Redakteure:
Petra Hase (-690) 

Karsten Riemer (-694) 

Regionaler Verkaufsleiter:

Ralf Hornung

Tel.: 03831/206-741
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mediavermarktung@ostsee-zeitung.de

Verlagshaus Greifswald

Ostsee-Zeitung GmbH & Co. KG, 

Johann-Sebastian-Bach-Str. 32, 

17489 Greifswald, 
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successfully involved in almost all product and service 
areas relating to the wind industry, it cannot be conveni-
ently pigeonholed as a developer, wind turbine manufac-
turer, service provider or development service provider, 
making it very difficult to put a label on. The best way of 
describing eno energy is as an agile technology com-
pany that has the wide-ranging capability to offer com-
prehensive, largely independent solutions in the renewa-
ble energy sector.

The broad service portfolio is no accident, but nor was 
it the founder’s original intention to make the company 
so broad-based and multi-faceted. Rather, it reflects the 
evolution from project development firm to an infrastruc-
ture development company that operates its own port-
folio of wind turbines. Unlike with the common pattern 
of growth by way of monostructures and specialisation, 
the owner-managed eno energy group chose early on to 
minimise risk through diversification and to pursue long-
term goals.

As a logical consequence of this approach, the eno 
energy group has deliberately not pursued disproporti-
onate growth in any of its business areas. It has there-
fore not become one of the big, well-known players with 
large production numbers, prestigious deals and corre-
spondingly extensive media coverage, both good and 

Dear interested readers, 

I joined the eno energy team five months ago as head 
of sales. In the course of those five months, I have got 
to know a fascinating and distinctive industry and also 
learned a lot about an amazingly complex and special 
company with exciting prospects.

I want to use the next few paragraphs to share my 
insights into eno energy and the potential that lies within 
what is probably the most unique company in the wind 
energy sector.

The wind energy industry is more strongly diversified 
and widely discussed than almost any other sector. This 
is where the pioneering spirit of enthusiastic individua-
lists who take huge risks and make personal sacrifices 
to bring about real change meets large-scale industrial 
structures, interests and challenges against a backdrop 
of basic socio-political and economic needs, such as 
security of supply, competitiveness and affordable elec-
tricity.

Operating in this demanding arena, eno energy has built 
a strong reputation and established itself as an indus-
try all-rounder. No other company plays such a relevant 
role in so many different areas or can offer its customers 
such a broad range of services. Despite the eno energy 
group being well known in the industry, it seems that few 
people really fully understand the business. While it is 

I N T R O D U C T I O N  
In conversation with eno energy 

head of sales Patrick Rudolf

10

christian.zander
Hervorheben
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bad. The eno energy group has always had a strategy of 
measured growth, achieving this in recent years primarily 
through striking a balance between project implementa-
tion and parallel development of the company’s own wind 
turbine portfolio.

The current WTG portfolio – we recently commenced 
construction of prototype installations for our eno140, 
eno152 and eno160 WTG types – allows eno energy to 
make its wind turbines consistently available in the mar-
ket. In contrast to traditional series manufacturers, our 
focus is not on mass production scaling of our products. 
The priority is to achieve organic growth through custo-
mers with single-digit annual turbine requirements.

With a design geared to longevity, maximum ease of 
servicing and high component quality, a mainly German/
European supply chain and production based solely in 
Germany (Rostock), we intentionally choose not to follow 
the market’s usual migration of production to “best-cost” 
countries or to engage in over-scaling (i.e. deliberately 
pushing engineering design limits), because our product, 
our reputation and our promises to our customers are 
simply too important. A satisfied customer and a wind 
turbine that consistently delivers energy are more impor-
tant to us than generating deals at any price and defining 
ourselves in terms of quantity.

I was asked just recently for my personal thoughts on the 
wind turbine manufacturer market and the challenges 
facing eno energy in this respect. In general, I don’t see 
eno energy as being in direct competition with the mar-
ket-leading wind turbine manufacturers because our mar-
ket positioning scarcely overlaps with the sales targets 
of other OEMs. On the contrary, I regard eno energy’s 
positioning in the low-volume premium segment as signi-
ficantly more robust than serving the high-volume mass 
production market. Like other industry sectors before it, 
the European wind industry is now seeing the arrival of 
Chinese mass manufacturers and is faced with aggres-
sive price policies, short lead times and huge production 
capacity. European mass manufacturers are expected 
to streamline their product ranges due to further cost-
cutting in response, which will open up additional sales 
potential for eno energy in the future and boost demand 
for its wind turbines.

Having said that, I believe the advantages for eno energy 
extend beyond a competitive product range and stra-
tegically favourable market positioning. It is safe to 
assume that the energy market, and thus also establis-
hed sales structures, will undergo significant changes 
in the medium term. The anticipated liberalisation of the 
energy market will lead to an increased focus on provi-
ders of holistic energy generation solutions; the existing 
long-term subsidies for mediocre wind energy sites are 
simply too expensive and make no sense in terms of 
environmental policy. With its unique company structure 
and years of expertise around the development of turnkey 
wind farms through equipping them with its own WTG 
portfolio, ownership and operation of its own wind farms 
and also electricity marketing, the opportunities for further 
developing the eno energy group are virtually limitless.

To sum up this brief look at the various aspects of eno 
energy, its market options and growth opportunities, I can 
only say that I am very much looking forward to develop-
ments over the coming years and see an entirely positive 
future for the eno energy group.

I warmly invite you to follow our progress or indeed to 
play your own part as a customer or partner.

Best regards,

Patrick Rudolf 
Head of Sales, eno energy group

edit 
engineering – design – innovation – technology

from a hidden champion – to a technology company



  Why did you choose to partner  
with eno energy?

Johannes Busmann  We are always on 
the lookout for wind turbines for optimal 
self-operation together with local people 
which are also a good fit with Prowind and 
offer the prospect of better quality. After care-
ful scrutiny of purchasing, asset management 
and a variety of data on installed eno WTGs, 
plus a visit to eno’s production facility, all inter-
ested parties decided to try out eno energy 
and hopefully enter into a lasting partnership.

Partners12

Prowind x eno energy
The foundations for a long-term  
partnership have been laid

 Could you briefly describe  
the joint project?

 The project encompasses three eno160 
type turbines producing 6 MW each. The 
wind farm is located in North Rhine-West-
phalia, near the town of Marienmünster in 
the Höxter district, around 1.1 km to the 
southeast of Bredenborn. The site lay-
out and all the associated plans, such as 
access to the wind farm, are based on exist-
ing plans and consent gained with a differ-
ent turbine manufacturer. Working with eno, 
we were able to adapt the plans to the new 
specifications without significant changes.

 What details had to  
be taken into account?

 The project was at a critical phase of the 
planning process when the effects of global 
crises such as the Covid pandemic and 
then the war in Ukraine directly impacted 
the plans. We are very proud that we are 
nevertheless able to successfully implement 
the wind farm, and are confident that we 
have found a reliable partner in eno.

Prowind GmbH is a regional company, based in  Osnabrück. 
Johannes Busmann, the owner and managing director 
of Prowind GmbH, is the man behind the Prowind story. 
He developed his passion for wind energy as a young 
farmer back in the 1980s, building his first wind turbine 
to provide his farm with electricity. Eventually, this 
pioneering vision of a sustainable energy supply led to 
the establishment of Prowind GmbH in 2000.
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 What is the current status of 
 the project?

 Road construction, crane sites and the 
excavation work have all been completed. 
The footings for the foundations have also 
been laid. The next milestones will be to 
pour the foundations for turbines 1 and 3 
between weeks 49 and 52, and to install 
the rebar for the second turbine so that the 
foundations can be poured after 15 January 
2024. The intention is then to erect the con-
crete towers by the end of March.

 How do you find eno to work with?

 Our collaboration so far during the 
 construction phase has gone very smoothly. 
Communication is good and any issues 
that need clarification are dealt with very 
 efficiently by engaging directly with the 
 relevant product manager.

  “ In eno, we have found a  
smaller- scale manufacturer 
that offers  excellent quality 
and partnership on an equal 
footing.We are delighted to be  
 progressing this joint project.”

    Johannes Busmann,
  owner and managing director, Prowind GmbH

“ We can definitely see ourselves 
 continuing to work with eno in the 
future. We already have a  project 
pipeline in place for any future 
 collaboration.”

  Johannes Busmann,
  owner and managing director, Prowind GmbH

Delivery of the 
transmission station 
for Marienmünster at 

Vörden substation.



We welcomed our first dual students on 
1 August 2023. Our students spend nine 
semesters studying mechanical and electrical 
engineering at Wismar University of Applied 
Sciences. The practical placement that forms 
an integral part of their course takes place in 
our production facility in Hinrichsdorf, where 
they undertake training as  mechatronics 
 engineers and electronics engineers for 
 operational technology.

In addition, seven apprentices started work at 
eno sites on 1 September 2023.

In another first this year, two apprentices 
travelled to Dublin to improve their foreign 
language skills. Trainees who perform particu-
larly well within the company and at college 
benefit from this option as part of their second 
and third year of training.
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Dual studies  
at eno energy
Shaping a green future together

To recruit qualified employees, eno energy is working 
with Wismar University of Applied Sciences for the first 
time this year, offering a part-time study programme in 
mechanical and electrical engineering.

Mechatronics 
apprentice Niklas 
Mainzinger in 
the production 
facility at Rostock 
 Hinrichsdorf.



Now!Apply

Our trainee Tim Sturm 
at his workplace in the 
Speicher building.

P E R S O N A L  R E P O R T  
Dublin placement 

with Erasmus
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  Hi Tim! You took part in our AHK Erasmus programme this 
year and had the opportunity to improve your English skills 
in Dublin, with a particular focus on your training in industrial 
management.

Please tell us briefly where you went and how long you were 
there.

Tim  Hi, I was able to spend time in Dublin from 21 May to 
10 June this year. I attended Dublin Business School and took a 
course in international industrial management.

  How was the course organised there?

 The course consisted of different parts. Firstly, there was class-
room teaching in various subjects, but always with a link to Dublin 
and Ireland. In the first few days we had the opportunity to take 
tours of the city to enable us to get to know our way around a bit 
better. We also visited a variety of businesses, giving us an insight 
into the international employment market.

  Did the trip allow you to improve your English?

 My English definitely improved significantly during my stay. 
Over my time there, I noticed that it got easier and easier to use 
English in everyday life.

   What is your takeaway from the Dublin programme?

 My stay in Dublin and the course I took there have given me a 
completely new insight. I would recommend anyone who has the 
opportunity to take part in a programme like this to do so – not 
just for the language and socio-cultural aspects, but also for their 
 personal development.
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